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Helikon-Tex® on Shot Show 2019
Helikon-Tex® likes to keep its finger on the shooter’s pulse and are excited to introduce new equipment within their product 
range. In January at the Shot Show 2019, Helikon-Tex® will show many new products. These will include a whole range 
of innovative new shirts for tactical gentlemen in solid colors and plaid patterns, the Downtown backpack designed for 
covert urban operations, as well as their already well-known best sellers from their Range Line – Training Mini Rig made in 
a special new melange color option. 

Don’t forget to visit the Helikon-Tex® booth #6008 to see these and many more products up close 
and personal! 

Shirts for the tactical gentleman
Helikon-Tex is bringing out new types of shirts presented in more convenient package that were designed specifically for 
guys looking for tactical features while maintaining a low profile look. Both Urban and Patrol line shirts are packed with 
functional carrying space, though the first one is much more discreet in the way it looks. 

“We at Helikon-Tex are shooting sports enthusiasts and we’re constantly discussing our products with guys who shoot a 
lot. We had feedback that some of them are looking for something more casual than a typical military shirt, but with all 
the tactical convenience. So, we create shirts not only to visit the shooting range, but to wear daily. That’s why we came 
up with an idea of the MBDU Flannel Shirt,” says Jedrzej Mieszczak, Helikon-Tex Executive Vice President.
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New kind of shirt for shooters 
Helikon-Tex MBDU Flannel Shirt®

A well put together tactical shirt guarantees you an advantage when you need to move dynamically while on a shooting 
operation but at the same time is comfortable and practical for day to day wear.

The key and main innovation is the combination of civilian appearance and tactical features. You’re no longer limited to only 
wearing military-looking clothes as the MBDU Flannel shirt is the answer for anyone seeking functionality and a great look. 
The design is reliable in any tough situation: VersaStretch® side panels give freedom of movement in dynamic shooting, 
strength is evidenced by refined details such as Canadian style slotted buttons sewn with strong tape. Set of full-storage 
pockets is there to keep all the necessary gear right by your hand. Loop panels to let you personalize it to your needs. All 
above is accompanied by UPF50 sun protection.

The MBDU Flannel Shirt is in the world of shirts like what the Abrams M1A2 SEP v4 tank is among armored vehicles. 

Fabrics: Antibacterial, Moisture Wicking, UPF50, 100% 2 Side Brush Polyester, VersaStretch® Panels

SKU: KO-MBD-PO

Price: 83,00 USD
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Urban Tactical Shirt 
Helikon-Tex Defender Mk2 City®

Low profile and daily comfort. It’s pretty obvious that none of us like to wear shirts that only look good but leave no freedom 
of movement to manage your everyday tasks. That’s why Helikon-Tex produced a classical but still a functional shirt to wear 
on and off duty.

It’s made with elastic fabric – a mix of nylon and polyester with additional spandex to make it even more comfortable. Two 
layers of pockets are placed chest-high to provide you with great access to your pocket book, credit card and everyday 
essential gear. A mesh underarm ventilation system is there to keep you cool, and thanks to a little loop between the 
pockets, you’ll have your sunglasses handy too.

Fabrics: Quick Dry, YKK®, 2-Way Nylon Stretch, Moisture Wicking, UPF30, 47% Nylon/48% Polyester/5% Spandex

SKU: KO-DCT-SN

Price: 69,90 USD
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Shirt for the tactical gentleman 
Helikon-Tex Defender Mk2 Gentleman Shirt®

If your tasks demand you stay unrecognized but fully prepared for action, we have something for you. A 100% low profile, 
elegant shirt that keeps all the tactical features while looking convenient and discreet.

It’s made with a technically advanced polyester fabric that mimics thin cotton, dries quickly and keeps you cool. Full sized 
pockets and a sunglasses loop are there to provide you with everything you need at work and in formal meetings.

The Defender Mk2 Gentleman Shirt looks great with casual pants and jeans and can be paired with a sports jacket. Long 
and short sleeve versions are available to cope with any conditions.

Fabrics: Mechanical Stretch Polyester, YKK®, Quick Dry, UPF30, Moisture Wicking, 100% Polyester 

SKU: KO-DGM-PO

Price: 52,90 USD
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Backpack for the discrete operator
Helikon-Tex Downtown Backpack®

Part of being a discrete operator is blending into the crowd and your environment; it can often mean the difference between 
completing a mission and blowing your cover, that’s why we created the Downtown Backpack. It provides the tactical 
functionality you need to stay mission capable, but with a civilianized look that will keep you inconspicuous. Designed with 
a special compartment that holds a standard service pistol for quick draw accessibility, as well as internal storage for a 
laptop or other essentials, it’s the ideal choice for undercover operations. Available colors: Black and Grey.

Fabrics: Nylon

SKU: PL-DTN-NL

The price will be known on March 9th
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Shirt for outback and tropical conditions
Helikon-Tex Training Mini Rig®

One of the Helikon-Tex products for shooters deserving the iconic status is the Training Mini Rig. Now available in nylon 
fabrics and melange colors like Melange Black-Grey, Melange Blue and Melange Grey. 

Whether you’re a professional competition shooter, a shooting instructor at a range, or just love getting out there and putting 
some lead downrange on your own time, being comfortable is important. That’s why – inspired by one of the most famous 
US tactical shooting instructors – we created the compact Training Mini Rig, which lets you carry important equipment 
more easily when you’re in the prone position, on the move, or taking up position behind a barrier. Having the Training 
Mini Rig, you’ll always have your flashlight or multitool at hand. Designed with numerous pockets for carbine and pistol 
magazines, a utility pouch for tackers or markers, exchangeable inserts, and even a small hanging pouch for a first aid kit, 
it’ll make you feel prepared and comfortable. 

We are sure that shooters in the US and around the world will be excited when they see the Training Mini Rig in these new 
colors.

Fabrics: Nylon

SKU: KK-TMR-NL

The price will be known on March 9th
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About Helikon-Tex
For over a decade, after Helikon-Tex was established, our business activity was mainly concentrated on military surplus 
sales. In 1999 we set a new development direction and decided to start our own military and paramilitary clothing production. 

Helikon-Tex Ltd

ul. Radomska 34
PL 54-032 Wroclaw, Poland

VAT  PL 894 303 79 08
REGON   021820847
KRS  0000410970

Helikon-Tex LLC US Office

9 Stonebreak,
Ste 1 - Malta, NY 12020

marketing@helikon-tex.com

We built our strength and gained experience by creating our own Research & Development department, consisting of 
shooting experts and former special forces soldiers, who designed with passion modern and specialized solutions that the 
military industry could not produce.

And therefore, step by step, we turned into an ambitious manufacturer of tactical and outdoor equipment. We have our 
finger on the shooter’s pulse, and we appreciate innovations and introduce new product lines. Our users receive the highest 
quality tactical equipment at a reasonable price.


